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Abstract—Voiced speech is usually used for speaker 

recognition. But in text-independent speaker recognition it 

would be better to use special voiced letters which are 

appeared in all words. In this paper, we have employed the 

certain letters for speaker recognition. As we know in Persian 

language, each consonant letter must be followed by a vowel 

letter. These are A - I - U – æ- e – ɔ:. Therefore it is enough for 

text-independent speaker recognition, to find and use these 

letters. For speaker recognition we employ both vocal source 

excitation signal and vocal tract system of these letters. Also we 

use the most prevalent feature parameters for speech/speaker 

recognition, that is the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients 

(MFCC) and for speaker recognition by using vocal source 

excitation, we have employed Wavelet Octave Coefficients of 

Residuals (WOCOR). Since these methods   are highly 

sensitive to noise, we use spectral subtraction method to cancel 

the noise.  

 

Index Terms—Source-tract features, Text independent 

speaker recognition, spectral subtraction, similarity coefficient, 

Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients. 

 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

Speaker recognition could be divided into verification 

and identification tasks. The verification task is to decide 

whether or not an unlabeled voice belongs to a claimed 

speaker. The identification task is to classify the unlabeled 

voice as belonging to one of the registered speakers. 

Speaker recognition can also be divided into text-dependent 

and text-independent recognitions. In text-dependent 

recognition, the system knows exactly the spoken text 

which could be either fixed phrase or prompted phrase. In 

text-independent recognition, the system does not know the 

text of the spoken utterance, which could be user selected 

keywords or conversational speech. 

One of the most prevalent feature parameters for 

speech/speaker recognition is the MFCC parameters [7].The 

primary purpose of using cepstral features is to characterize 

the spectral envelope of a quasi-stationary speech segment. 

In the source-filter model of speech production, spectral 

envelope corresponds to the vocal tract filter, which 

determines the articulation of sounds [3]. It is believed that 

vocal source information, which is reflected in the details of 

short-time spectrum, e.g., harmonic peaks, also plays an 

important role in identifying and discriminating speakers. 

Residual signals of linear predictive (LP) analysis contain 

useful information about the excitation source and can be 

exploited for speaker recognition applications [4,5].In [6], 

vocal source related features were derived by time-

frequency analysis of LP residual signals. Pitch-

synchronous wavelet transform was then applied to capture 
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the spectral-temporal characteristics of the excitation signal 

the resulting feature parameters, named wavelet octave 

coefficients of residues (WOCOR), were generated from 

wavelet coefficients of individual octave subband.  It has 

been shown that WOCOR features provide complementary 

information to MFCC [6] [7]. 

This paper has been organized as following. In section 2 

act of noise cancellation has been explained. In section 3 the 

method of obtaining the voiced letter mentioned in the 

abstract and then vocal source feature extraction have been 

explained. By using the extracted feature parameters in 

sections 3 and 4, the proposed speaker recognition method 

has been expressed in section 5. Finally in section 6, the 

obtained results of simulation by combining the methods 

MFCC and WOCOR have been shown.  

 

II.   NOISE CANCELLATION 

Assuming additive noise, i.e, 

 ,the power spectral subtraction 

(PSS) algorithm is employed to estimate the clean speech 

spectrum as follows: 

        (1) 

Along the timeline, during intervals where speech is 

absent for more than 300 msec, the noise power spectral 

density (PSD)  is estimated to update the noise 

statistics until the end of an utterance. 

 

III.   REPRESENTING THE VOICED LETTERS A - I - U - U – æ- 

e – ɔ: 

In this section, the methodology for finding a letter 'A' 

based on MFCCs method is explained. The same method for 

finding other letters is applied. 

Each voiced segment is divided into non-overlapping 

frames of 30 msec. Then through the many experiments we 

find the best frame representing 'A' letter.  

We are considering the frame related 'A' letter as input and 

passing from Hanning window  

                              (2) 

And define Hanning window as mentioned in the bellow,  

                  (3) 
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where  Nw, corresponding to 30 ms, is the dimension of the 

Hanning window .  is a normalization factor defined so 

that the root mean square value of the window is unity. 

 

 

(a) 
 

 
(b) 

 
Figure 1.  (a) One frame of Letter 'A' signal and window (b) windowed 

frame of Letter 'A' signal 

 

The frequency band of 1 to 8 KHz is divided by 24 filters 

as illustrated in figure 2, with the following constraint: 

                                 (6)   
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Figure 2. Filter allocation in the frequency domain before normalization 

with frequency bands. 

 

The energy in each frequency band is calculated as:  

                                 (7) 

MFCC parameter is then calculated as: 

             (8) 

The last equation can also be shown as a scalar product 

between the log spectral energy vector and a vector of 

weighting factors given by 

            (9) 

which leads to the following equation: 

                     (10) 

The amplification factor, , which accommodates the 

dynamic range of the coefficients  , depends on the value 

of the normalization factor . In our implementation is 

taken equal to 200 and its value does not change. Generally, 

only the first 15 values of  are retained. 

 

IV.   TIME-FREQUENCY FEATURE EXTRACTION FROM THE LP 

RESIDUAL SIGNAL 

In the linear predictive modeling of speech, a speech 

sample s(n) is approximated as the weighted sum of a 

limited number of past samples, i.e., 

             (11) 

where p is the order of prediction, and[ak ,k =1;2;.,.,p] are 

the predictor coefficients. In this study, a 12th-order LP 

filter is used. The prediction error, also referred to as 

residual signal, is given by, 

                    (12) 

In the frequency domain, the residual signal can be 

derived as 

                                 (13) 

where  is the speech spectrum and 

                   (14) 

Therefore the speech signal s(n) is the convolution output 

of  the residual signal e(n) and the impulse response of the 

vocal tract filter ; 

So, we are calculating excitation signal for 'A' sounds as: 

              (15) 

This has been typically shown in Fig. 3. A Hamming 

window of two pitch periods long is applied to pitch pulse 

of e(n), as shown in Fig. 4. Let  be the windowed 

residual signal. 
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Figure 3.  Residual signal of letter 'A'. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4.  (a) The Residual signal of Letter „A‟ (b) windowed frame of 

Residual signal of  Letter „A‟.  

 

The wavelet transform of  is computed as;  

                (16) 

 is the conjugate of the fourth-order Daubechies 

wavelet basis function (n), "a"  is the scaling parameter and 

"b" is the translation parameter. The LP residual signal is 

analyzed in K octave subbands. In a specific subband, the 

temporal characteristics within the analysis window are 

measured as "b" changes. 

To generate the feature parameters for pattern recognition, 

the wavelet coefficients with a specific scaling parameter 

are grouped as 

                     (17) 

where N is the window length. Each   is called an 

octave group. Then the WOCOR parameters can be derived 

as. 

              (18) 

WOCOR1 has 6 elements and contains only spectral 

information. It includes  no temporal characteristics within 

the analysis window. To retain the temporal  details, each 

octave group can be equally divided into M sub-groups 

   (19) 

m=1,2,…,M 

Finally, a feature vector with 6M parameters can be 

generated as 

     (20) 

With multi-level wavelet transform, the pitch-related low 

frequency properties and the high frequency information 

associated with pitch epochs can be captured with different 

time-frequency resolutions. Pitch synchronization and 

dividing each octave group into several sub-groups enable 

the measuring of temporal variations of spectral components 

within a pitch period and that over consecutive periods. 

Therefore, WOCORM is capable of capturing the spectral-

temporal characteristics of the LP residual signal. In this 

study, we let K = 6 to deal with speech data in the frequency 

range of 0 to 4000 Hz.  

This leads to six frequency subbands at different octave 

levels: 2000-4000Hz (W1), 1000-2000Hz (W2), 500-

1000Hz (W3), 250-500Hz (W4), 125-250Hz (W5), and 

62.5-125Hz (W6). This could be observed in Fig. 5.  

 

Figure 5. Up to down: respectively residual signal, a windowed frame of 

residual signal, Wavelet coefficients of residual signals in 4 octave 

subbands. Each octave group have been equally divided into M=6 sub-

groups 

The parameter M controls the temporal resolution 

attained by the WOCOR parameters. If all subbands have 

the same value of M, the dimension of WOCOR feature 

vectors will be 6M. 
 

V.   SPEAKER RECOGNITION: THE PROPOSED METHOD 

First, test speech similarity coefficients with one of the 

registered speakers are calculated. We call this speaker, for 

instance, M.ESMITH. We can calculate test speech 

similarity coefficients with other registered speakers in the 
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same way. 

For speaker recognition we need to first find the frame 

related to the mentioned letters in the test speech. We 

explain this method for finding letter 'A'. We use the same 

method to find the other letters.  

First each voiced segment is divided into overlapping 

frames of 30 msec. overlapping is due to find the best 

candidate representing letter 'A'.  In this paper, the 

overlapping time of 8ms has been considered. Figure 6 

shows it more clearly. 

 
Figure 6.  Overlapping frames with 8ms overlap length. 

 

The MFCC feature parameters for each of these frames 

are then calculated. Next these parameters are compared to 

MFCC feature vectors of M.SMIT‟s letter 'A' . For 

comparison the following equation is used: 

 

Pi is the similarity coefficient of i th frame to M.SMIT‟s 

letter 'A'. Cmi is feature vector of i th frame. Cma is frame 

vector of M.SMIT‟s letter A. Since the MFCC feature 

parameters of  letter A in different speaker available in 

database have similarity coefficient  between 0.6 until  0.7,  

the frames that their similarity coefficient whit  Mr.SMITH 

‘s letter A is more than 0.75  are considered as Mr.SMITH‟s 

letter A . Three frames that have the most similarity 

coefficient , are selected. We consider the average of these 

coefficient , as the first speaker similarity coefficient with 

test speech. 

                       (22) 

           

The WOCOR feature parameter of the frame with highest 

SS is extracted. then the similarity coefficient of this feature 

parameter to WOCOR  feature parameters of Mr.smith‟s 

letter A is considered as the second speaker similarity 

coefficient. 

               (23) 

 is the WOCOR feature parameter of the frame 

with highest SS and  is WOCOR feature parameter 

of the Mr.smith‟s letter 'A'. Finally the similarity coefficient 

to new test signal in 'A' letter is equal with; 

                    (24) 

For all voiced letter mentioned before, the similarity 

coefficient of M.SMITH to test a speaker are obtained and 

finally the similarity coefficient is derived as: 

        (25) 

For the all speaker, the similarity coefficients are 

obtained and the speaker with highest similarity coefficient 

is the speaker of test speech.  

VI.    SPEAKER RECOGNITION EXPERIMENTS 

The commonly used performance evaluation metric for 

speaker identification is the identification error rate (IDER) 

    (26) 

For speaker verification, the decision threshold should be 

selected to make trade-off between the false acceptance (FA) 

and false rejection (FR) errors. Generally, the threshold is 

selected such that the false acceptance rate equals to the 

false rejection rate, usually referred as the equal error rate 

(EER). 

The database was concluded 40 speakers, each speaker 

utterances 5 sentences. Three sentences are used as training 

set and the spare sentences are used test set. The additive 

noise files were obtained by adding the white Gaussian 

noise to clean speech so as to maintain the segmental SNR 

round the desired value. The length of training speech is 10 

second. Then we extract a frame of all of voiced letters from 

each speaker sentence. We depict a frame of „A‟ and „I‟ in 

figure 7. Each frame is equal with 25 ms. The dimension of 

the Each frame is equal to: 

 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 7. D1 and D2 are tow speakers. (a) one frame of Letter „A‟ of 

speaker D1 (b) one frame of Letter ‟A‟ of speaker D2 (c)one frame of 

Letter „I‟ of speaker D1 (d) one frame of Letter „I‟ of speaker D2 

 

MFCC and WOCOR feature parameters of these frames 

are extracted. In table 1 and 2 MFCC and WOCOR feature 

sets IDER (in %) for each letter is shown. It is observed that 

for all of these letters the efficiency of speaker recognition 

by using MFCC is better than WOCOR method.  But 

speaker recognition by combining both of them is more 

exactly.  

As a result in table 3 the performance of the MFCC in 

comparison with the proposed method has been shown. 

 

TABLE1.  MFCC FEATURE SETS USING VOICED LETTERS: IDER 

(in %). 

20db 15d

b 
10d

b 
5db 0db IDER   

(MFCC) 

0 0 1.6 5.2 10.5 Sim(A) 

1.2 4.5 7.3 15.1 25 Sim(I) 

0 0 0 3.5 7.7 Sim(U) 

0 0 1.4 5.3 13.2 Sim(æ) 

0.5 3 5.2 11.7 17 Sim(e) 

0 0 0.6 3 4.9 Sim(ɔ:) 

0 0 0 1.6 3.6 SIM 

 

 

 

TABLE2. WOCOR4 FEATURE SETS BY USING VOICED LETTERS: 

IDER (in %). 

 

20db 

 

15db 

 

10db 

 

5db 

 

0db 

           SNR 

             IDER  

(WOCOR) 

2.5 8.8 14 25 35 Sim(A) 

1.8 9.5 17.3 31 43.8 Sim(I) 

0.5 4.7 8 12.6 16 Sim(U) 

3.3 7.4 18 27 33 Sim(æ) 

4.2 13 22.5 42.1 56.3 Sim(e) 

0.6 3.4 6.8 11.3 24 Sim(ɔ :) 

0.4 1.1 2 3.8 6 SIM 

 

TABLE 3. THE PERFORMANCE OF MFCC IN COMPARISON WITH 

THE PROPOSED METHOD 

20db 15db 10db 5db 0db SNR 

 

IDER 

0.06 0.1 0.16 0.25 0.36 MFCC 

0.01 0.03 0.05 0.1 0.25 Proposed method  

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

 Using all of voiced segment of speech in text-dependent 

speaker recognition has high efficiency because the number 

of voiced letters is fixed in each fixed sentence. However 

using all of voiced speech in text-independent speaker 

recognition has poor efficiency because: first the number of 

voiced letter is not specified and second different voiced 

letters have significant difference. Because in Persian 

language the number of vowel letters are a few (only 6 

letters), and also every consonant letter is followed by a 

vowel letter, in this paper we have used the vowel letters for 

speaker recognition. Since in noisy environment the MFCC 

has poor performance due to sudden changes of speech 

signal and, the positions of pitch epoch and epoch pulses 

remain as the same places for clean speech, we employed 

WOCOR as a complimentary method for MFCC. Obtaining 

results show that the proposed method provides higher 

performance in comparison with the MFCC alone.  
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